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This Webinar addresses the issues related to combined use of Mitigation
and Proactive Actions o face Pandemic Crisis and plan ahead avoiding
to be run down by several multiple infectious waves
Covid-19 is a huge challenge for the World and despite we are learning more about the virus, several aspects
are still pretty vague while casualties growth and Social Layers are overstressed. So several Strategies are under evaluation to
Face the Crisis, but there is strong Necessity to create Smart Interdisciplinary Teams able to develop Proactive Solutions to
take the lead and create even basis for follow on respect the crisis in terms of new Products and Services able to support People,
Companies & Nations. The ongoing statistical analysis about this epidemics is useful, but it is currently evident that it looks just
to the past and don’t allow to predict the future respect our decisions, nor to evaluate effectiveness of reactions and proactive
initiatives to be activated. In facts, just waiting for the virus to expire and simply relying on social distancing could be not enough
nor sustainable respect the capability of the Society to face the crisis of Health Care System, Logistics, Occupation, Finances
and considering potential Vulnerabilities of Strategic Assets, Social Fabric as well as Power, Water, Gas Grid &
Communication networks.
The current situation with so many infections is expected to create Enduring Multiple Infectious Waves, so it requires effective
Strategies to be defeated. The Strategic Engineering approach is one of key discipline to address these issues and should work
Side by Side with different Transdisciplinary Experts to outline valuable actions including Design and Deployment of new
Solutions in terms of Smart Procedures, ICT devices, Reliable Decontamination Systems, Decision Supports.
The Experts will present their point of view even considering the ongoing situation from Italy to Singapore
from USA to UK to look forward in order to identify the proper approach to Spearhead the Counter-attack against the pandemic
and Unblock the Current Deadlocks. In this frameworks Models and Solutions based on Strategic Engineering will be
presented as examples to dynamically and continuously support Decision Makers based on Action effectiveness on the field.
This Webinar is part of a Pandemic Webinars organized by STRATEGOS in Genoa University
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